CPSD JROTC UNIT SUPPLY CHECK LIST
SCHOOL_______________________

DATE_______________

S4_______________________ O-ENROLLMENT_______C-ENROLLMENT_______
#MALE______________

#FEMALE______________

1. Is the storage organized so that the space is fully used? (AR 740-26)
2. Are all items labeled or tagged to reflect the identity of items? (CCR 700-1, para 23. Are fire, safety, and physical security standards being met? (AR 190-11, AR 385-10,
DA Pam 385-1)
4. Was the checklist used to prepare?
5. Does the unit maintain a current SOP for internal operations? (AR 710-2, Table B-1)
6. Are the supply files established and maintained? (AR 25-400-2)
7. Is the S4 familiar with JUMS ?
8. What are your JUMS concerns?
9. Does the supply section have a current roster of cadets on file in the supply room?
(CCR 700-1, para 2-3b(1))
10. Is a clothing record (JUMS DA Form 3645-1) established for each cadet (cadets
issued clothing/equipment) assigned to the unit (including DA Form 3645 for
organizational items)? (AR 700-84, para 9-11 and CCR 700-1, para 2-10 and
RM&LD web sit
11. Are supply request posted upon receipt of clothing/equipment?
12. Inventory by location results: (JUMS)
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14. Are items on hand in excess of authorization? (AR 710-2, para 2-4 and 2-26)
AUTH’D OVERAGE___________ ITEM EXCESS_________
15. Does a physical count of items on the Shelf and the JUMS record match?
16. End item inventory (JUMS)
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17. Are all required publications on hand or on order? (Appendix A, CCR 700-1)
18. Is property being loaned between units without proper documentation or changes to
the sub-hand receipt? (DA Pam 710-2-1, para 5-4)
19. Are inventories of property book items conducted IAW MPO instructions (if
applicable)? (DA Pam 710-2-1, para 9-6)
20. Are monthly inventories of weapons and ammunition conducted IAW MPO
instructions? (DA Pam 710-2-1, para 9-6)
21. Is the MPO notified when a cadet drops from the program (when Government
property not recovered), and is notification made within a reasonable time frame
(approximately 5 to 7 days)? (CCR 700-1, para 2-16 and RM&LD web site)
22. Did the unit comply with the 45 day time limit for initiating the recovery of clothing
and equipment procedure? (CCR 700-1, para 2-16 and RM&LD web site)
23. Does the supply section have a sequence of events file to keep control of letters
going out to recover clothing? (CCR 700-1, para 2-16 and RM&LD web site)

24. Are personnel briefed as to their options for accounting for lost, damaged, or
destroyed property prior to the payment of cash using a SC or CCV? (AR 735-5, para
12-2)
25. Is ammunition (to include pellets) stored in a secured area or container? (CCR 7001, para 2-14)
26. Is a DA Form 3161 used as a control sheet or log to control the issue and turn-in of
weapons? (CCR 700-1, para 3-1a
27. Is unaccompanied access roster posted?
28. Are instructions posted for school/custodial personnel directing actions to be taken if
arms area is found unsecured?
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